1 \da(t)\, where s = ΣΓ=o(-l)X, r w = s n -s, and Jo j M n = maXo^ί^lP^ -t)\. Adopting μ n as a measure of the value of the method σ(P n ), the most desirable sequence of polynomials will be those for which μ n is a minimum, subject to the constraint P Λ (1) = 1 for each n. The Chebyshev polynomials, defined by T n (x) = cosnx, n = 0, 1, 2, ••-,& = cos/9, form the best approximation to the zero function over the interval [-1, 1] . When translated to [0, 1] they give P n (t) = TJX + 2t)/TJS) as the best polynomials to minimize μ n , where (1) TJx) = [(x + Vx 2 -l) n + (x -Vx 2 -1)1/2 , and TJS) = (a n + a~n)/2, a = 3 + τ/"8"^ 5.828 .
The infinite matrix A = (a nk ), associated with these polynomials, has entries Bilodeau calls the associated summability method the Chebyshev or (7-method. We begin by establishing some properties of the maximal entry in each row of σ. LEMMA 1. For each positive integer n > 2, there exists an integer p such that a n jc < a n , k+1 for 0 ^k < p nk =: VL>n,k-\-l JV' ir ^= " / \ 'P roof. For 0 < k ^ n we may write ( 3 ) a nk = Ί _, . n~k so that a nk /a n , k+1 = (k + l)(2k + l)/2(n 2 -k 2 ) . Treating k as a continuous variable and differentiating with respect to k, it follows that a nk / a n)k+1 is increasing in k. The proof is completed by noting that a nQ < dm < α*2 and α n , % _ 1 > a nn for each n > 2.
Proof. Since α wl < a n2 and a n>n -x > a nn , there exists a real positive number x 0 such that a nXQ = a n , XQ+1 which implies 2x It is sufficient to show that x 0 -1 ^ w/2; i.e., 8(2n 2 -lln -16 ) 0 , for n > 6. With # (» -2w 2 -llw -16 we have g\n) > 0 for n > 11/4, hence g is increasing for n > 11/4, and # is positive for n > 6 and % an integer. From (3) , and Stirling's formula,
Cooke [3, p. 119] shows that a necessary and sufficient condition for a regular matrix to be absolutely translative for all bounded sequences {z n } is that the matrix A satisfies lim^ Σ?=o I α %fc -α %)A;+1 | = 0. THEOREM 1. The σ-method is absolutely translative for all bounded sequences.
Proof. Bilodeau [1, p. 296] has shown that the σ-method is regular. From Lemma 1,
The regularity of A implies that \im n a n0 = 0, and the result follows from Lemma 4.
For unbounded sequences, we consider the class of sequences {z n } satisfying \z k \<,Θ k (θ k real, positive, and increasing), where ΣϊUαnA+i> Σ*=oα n>J H.A+i> and ρ n = Σ?=o| (α njb -a n , k+1 )θ k+1 \ exist for each n. Cooke [3, p. 119] shows that a necessary and sufficient condition for a regular matrix to be absolutely translative for all (unbounded) {z n } satisfying | z k \ <^ θ k together with conditions stated above, is that lim % p n .= 0. (unbounded) sequences {z n } such that z k = o(i/k). This result is best possible.
With \z % \ = θ n , and using Lemma 1,
It will be sufficient to show that \im n 2v / na np is finite. But this follows immediately from (4), since lim Λ (n(p -l/2)) 1/2 /p = 2 1/4 , and the remaining limits have already been shown to be finite.
To show that the result is best possible we shall replace o(τ/F) 216 MATTHEW Llϋ AND B. E. RHOADES by λ/k and verify that ρ n does not tend to zero. From (5), p n ^ τ/p Σ*= P («n* -α»,*+i) = Vpa npt which does not tend to zero.
Direct calculations verify that σ is not a weighted mean, Nδrlund, Hausdorff, or generalized Hausdorff method.
Gronwall [4, p. 102 ] defined a general class of summability methods, each member of which involves a pair of analytic functions / and g. Specifically, the (/, #)-transform of a given series Σ*=<>w Λ is the sequence {U n } defined implicitly by the formal power series identity
where / and g satisfy the following properties. Let A = {w | | w | < 1}. The function z = fiw) is analytic in Δ-{1}, continuous and 1 -1 in 1, with /(0) = 0, /(I) = 1, and \f(w)\ < 1 for w e A. Moreover, w = f~\z) has the representation w - Examples of (/, (j)-methods are the Cesaro methods of order k, (C,k) , for k real and greater than -1; (E, β) (Euler-Knopp) for 0 < β <Ξ 1; de la Vallee Poussin summability (F); a generalized (F)-summability (Vk), introduced by Gronwall; and a method of summation of Obrechkoff.
We will now show that the Chebyshev method is also a Gronwall method.
Writing s n = Σϊ=o ^*, the (/, g)-methoά can be expressed as a sequence to sequence method by rewriting (6) in the form
Using (7), (/, g) can be expressed as a triangular matrix transformation of the form U n = Σ*=o αnA> with a nk = Ύ nk /b n , where 7 nk is defined by ( 8 ) [1 -/( (See, for example, the discussion on page 40 of [2] , where the roles of y nk and a nk have been interchanged.) From (8) it follows that 2 1 {a -w) 2 , g(w) = (1 -w)~x + 7(w), and y(w) -wj {a 2 -w) , where a = 3 + l/87
THEOREM 3. The Chebyshev method is a Gronwall method with f(w) -w(a -I)
Proof. If (6) is a Gronwall method, then, from (8) with k = 0 and (2),
)}±b n w«IT n (2,) From (9) and (3),
In Theorem 3, along with Theorems 1 and 2 of [2] show that the Chebyshev method is neither an [F, d n ] nor a Sonnenschein method.
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One of the important properties of (/, #)-summability is the following [5, p. 267 We shall make use of the well-known result that if A and B are regular summability methods, and B is a triangle, then (A) 2 (JB) if and only if AB~ι is regular.
Consider D = AC" 1 , where A is the Chebyshev method and C is (C, 1). C" 1 has entries
elsewhere .
We shall show that D has infinite norm. But Σϊ=o«nfc ^ 1> so it is sufficient to show pa np -> °o. This follows immediately from (2), since limi/?Γ= °° and the remaining limits have already been shown to be finite and nonzero.
The Fourier series
converges for all t, and the function has a jump at t -0. Hence the convergence is nonuniform at t -0; that is, the sequence {s»(*»)}f where {t n } is a positive null sequence and
has several limit points, depending on the manner in which t n approaches 0. If lim nt n = τ ^ 0, then lim s^(£j = \ (sin t/f)dt, and the maximal Jo limit is attained when τ -π, in which case (14) lim s n (t n ) = ΓiHLldt = -£ x 1.17897-. .
Jo t 2
On the other hand, (π -ί)/2 -• τr/2 as ί j 0. Thus the limit points of {s n (t n )} cover an interval which extends beyond
This situation is called the Gibbs phenomenon relative to the partial sums.
We shall now show that the corresponding phenomenon occurs for the Chebyshev means. The lim sup inequality is an immediate consequence of (14) and the well-known fact that, for any totally regular matrix A f and any sequence x = {x n }, lim sup A n (x) <; lim sup x n .
The proof of the theorem is similar to that of [6] . One may write s n (t) in the form . Then p cos β = 1 + 2 (cos x + α cos (3α/4)), 
We wish to show that β < x. For 0 < x <; τr/2, from (16), psinβ < 2(1 + α) sin x. From (17), if cos (3cc/4) + 2 cos (a/4) ^ 2, then ( Since cos (π/8) = ^2 + l/2/2, it is sufficient to show that SOME PROPERTIES OF THE CHEBYSHEV METHOD 223 which is easily verified. Therefore 0 < sin < β(p/2(l + a)) sin β < sin x, and β < x. (15) is the same as that of [6] , beginning with formula (2.7), and will therefore be omitted.
